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 In the manufacturing field, normally a product is expected to be beautiful, not so heavy, 
small size, easy to move and more important, as much cheap as possible. But how about producing 
a mechanical product, a shaft or a gear in a gearbox for example? It is clear that the requirement for 
the product will not be like that. In fact, our mechanical product must be high in precision and can 
work effectively in harsh environment. Which decides this expectation? The answer is so many, 
namely the material, the geometry (or technical design), the working regime, the way the part has 
been fabricated….If from a available design, but the part is produced by different process, then 
final quality will be very different like, surface roughness, the precision level….So, it is really 
important to design a good manufacturing process just to ensure that our mechanical product will 
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 The objective of this project is that from a technical design of a mechanical product, one 
should design a manufacturing process to produce it. Here, in this project, the mechanical product 
mentioned is a family of shafts in a gearbox. Then with the results from the calculation (for 
example, the cycle time, the maximum power …) we can choose machines both in quantity and 
trade mark, after that making the layout of the workshop. This means how these machines will be 
disposed in our workshop. Finally, making a small and simple analysis on economics to know the 
initial investment, the expenses, and the income and in how many years we can recover the 
investment and begin making profit. 
2. Introduction the family of shafts 






























 We have totally 8 shafts to be manufactured. They are not so much different and can be 
classified in three groups: 
•  Short, solid shaft: shaft 2-4, shaft 3-5, shaft 5 
•  Short, empty (tube) shaft: shaft 2, shaft 3, shaft 4 
•  long shaft: shaft input and shaft output. 
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3. Summary of mathematical formulas used for the 
calculation: 
 Following is a summary about all the manufacturing process that we need to produce the 
shafts 






Finding the cutting time tc: 
1000
π.D.n
Vc =                                      
 
 
Where:  n = the rotation speed of machine per minute (rpm) 
             Vc = Cutting speed (m/min), normally, it is chosen first 








Then, the rotation speed of the machine is deduced: 
 
                                         
π.D
1000.Vc=n                                   
 
The advance of the tool (mm/turn) can be easily chosen from the machinery’s handbook 
according to the machining regime. Other way, if we know the radius of the tool rp, and the average 
roughness Ra of the cutting process, then the advance of the tool can be calculated by the formula 
below: 
Cutting speed Vc value unit
Vc (Rough) of Carbide tool 150 m/min
Vc (Finishing) of Carbide tool 180 m/min
Vc (Rough) of high speed steel 20 m/min
Vc(Finishing)of high speed steel 25 m/min







v =  
 
Where:  av = advance of tool (mm/turn) 
             Ra = average roughness of the surface (µm)   
             rp = radius of the edge of tool (mm.) 
From experiment, with rough machining, the advance of the tool is about 0,5÷0,8 (mm/turn), and 
with finished machining, this value is 0,1÷0,2 (mm/turn).  
Let Va the advancing speed (mm/minute), then:  
                                      Va = av*n     
 The cutting time tc (minute) is calculated by the following formula: 





t =                                              
Where L is the cutting length in mm .When taking out the material from the lateral face, L 
is the radius of the part. 
 
 
Finding the cutting force Fc  
The cutting force is necessary to calculate the power required for this operation. 
 
                                                       Fc = k * στ * S                                          
 
Where: 
 k   =   constant depending on the type of material 
k = 3   for elastic material 
k = 5   for less or non elastic material (ex. Casting) 
σt = traction resistance of material (N/mm^2) 
S = Cutting surface perpendicular to the cutting velocity (mm
2
)  
                    S = a * p        
                                   av = advance velocity (mm/turn) 
                                   p = Cutting depth (mm.)   
 
 
Calculating the power required: 
 
The cutting power (Pc) and the machine power (Pm) must be known in order to choose the 
right machine. The formulas are shown below. 
                  
6000
.VF
P ccc =                                        




P                                           
 
  Where: 
Pc  = cutting power required to cut material (kW)  
Pm = machine power (kW) 
η  =  efficiency of the lathe (0.7 ÷ 0.8) 
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 3.2. Sawing 
 With a disc saw, almost the formulas are similar to those in “refrentar”, just taking into 
account some differences. The cutting depth is the thickness of the saw and the cutting length is the 




















Vc =  
The advance of the saw blade av (mm/turn) is also known, so the advancing speed Va 
(mm/minute) is:  
                                      Va = av*n     
 The cutting time tc (minute) is calculated by the following formula:  





t =                                              
 The cutting force Fc (N) 
Fc = k * στ * S 
Where S =p*av 
 
 The cutting power Pc (kW): 
6000
.VF
P ccc =  







Pc = cutting power required to cut material (kW)  
Pm = machine power (kW) 
η  =  efficiency of the saw (0.7 ÷ 0.8) 
 
 




 In the manufacturing process, sometimes we need to drill a hole for the tailstock support, or 
from a solid round bar, if we want to make a tube, drilling will be used. 
 
 







Normally, the material of the drill is high speed steel, so the proper cutting speed Vc 
chosen is estimated equally to 80% of the cutting speed used when turning (or cylindering). 
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Finding the cutting time tc 
 
 The advance of the drill depends on the diameter of the drill. We accept the following formula: 
100
d
a v =  
                                                                                                       
 
Where:  
av = advance of the drill (mm/revolution)  
d =   diameter of the drill (mm) 






Where Vc is the cutting speed used when turning or cylindering 
The advancing speed Va (mm/minute) of the drill: 
Va = n*av 
 





t =  
Where L is the depth of the hole in mm 
 
Finding the cutting force Fc  
 
Generally, a normal drill has 2 cutting edges. To calculate the cutting force of the drilling 
operation, we only take into account one side and then multiply by 2 to get the whole cutting force. 
The formula is shown below. 
 






**k*2F vtc σ=                            
 
 Where:  
 Fc = cutting force (N)  
             k   =   constant depending on the type of material 
                   k = 3   for elastic material 
                   k = 5   for less or non elastic material (ex. Casting) 
             στ  = traction resistance of material (N/mm
2
) 
             av = advance speed of drill (mm/turn) 
             d = diameter of drill (mm) 
 









P ccc =                                       
Note that the cutting velocity Vc is 80% of the the cutting velocity used when cylindering. 




=              
                                                        





Pc = cutting required to cut the material (kW) 
Pm = the power required for the machine 
 ηdrill = efficiency when drilling (0.7 ÷ 0.8)   
 
 In reality, to make a tube by drilling, at least 3 operations have to be done. The first 
operation is to use a helicoidal drill to make a hole whose diameter is (4÷6 mm) less than the final 
diameter. The second one is to use a mandril drill to widen that hole up to a diameter which is less 
than the final diameter (0,4÷0,6 mm).Finally, reaming (escariador or alésoir) to finish the hole. The 
cutting speed and the advance of the tool when using a mandril drill are the same when using the 
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 The formulas used for the calculation are similar to those which are applied when taking 
out the material from the front face (or lateral face). There are only some differences, the cutting 
length in this case is not the radius of the part and the cutting depth is equal to the difference in 




Vc =                                      
 
 
Where:  n = the rotation speed of machine per minute (rpm) 
             Vc = Cutting speed (m/min), it is chosen first 





Cutting speed Vc value unit
Vc (Rough) of Carbide tool 150 m/min
Vc (Finishing) of Carbide tool 180 m/min
Vc (Rough) of high speed steel 20 m/min
Vc(Finishing)of high speed steel 25 m/min  
 







v =  
 
Where:  av = advance of tool (mm/turn) 
             Ra = average roughness of the surface (µm)   
             rp = radius of the edge of tool (mm.) 
From experiment, with rough machining, the advance of the tool is about 0,5÷0,8 (mm/turn), and 
with finished machining, this value is 0,1÷0,2 (mm/turn).  
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Let Va the advancing speed (mm/minute), then:  
                                      Va = av*n                                             
The cutting time tc (minute) is calculated by the following formula: 





t =                                            
Where L is the cutting length in mm . 
 
The cutting force: 
 
                                                       Fc = k * στ * S                    
 
Where: 
 k   =   constant depending on the type of material 
k = 3   for elastic material 
k = 5   for less or non elastic material (ex. Casting) 
σt = traction resistance of material (N/mm^2) 
S = Cutting surface perpendicular to the cutting velocity (mm
2
)  
                    S = a * p        
                                   a = advance velocity (mm/turn) 
                                   p = Cutting depth (mm.)   
The cutting power (Pc) and the machine power (Pm): 
                 
6000
.VF
P ccc =                                        




P                                          
 
  Where: 
Pc = cutting power required to cut material (kW)  
Pm = machine power (kW) 
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 The formulas are almost the same when cylindering, just take into account some 
differences: the cutting depth p is equal to the width of the groove if the groove and the cutting tool 
have the same width. The cutting depth is equal to the width of the cutting tool if the width of the 





 Suppose that we want to thread M (diameter D) x pitch and L (mm) in length. To thread, 
the cutting speed Vc is general less than previous processes (about 40 m/mn for example). 
The rotation speed (rpm) of the machine: 
π.D
1000.Vc=n  
The advance of the tool: av = pitch/turn 
The advance speed in (mm/mn) : Va = n*av 
The cutting time in minute tc = (L/Va)*number of passes 
Cutting surface S= p*av (mm
2
) 
The cutting force   Fc = k * στ * S        
 The cutting power (Pc) and the machine power (Pm) in (kW) : 
6000
.VF





  Where: 
η  =  efficiency (0.7 ÷ 0.8) 
            
3.7. Milling making a key way : 
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  To do this operation with high productivity, the milling tool is shown in the figure nearby. 
This tool plays a role as a drill which can cut from the front face to go deep to the part in radius and 




Some parameters to be taken into account: 
 
L : the length of the key way (mm) 
b: the width (mm) 
h: the depth (mm) 
d: diameter of the tool = the width of the key way if b is small 
 The cutting speed Vc is chosen and not so high, about 60 (m/mn). 
The rotation speed: 
π.D
1000.Vc=n  
The advance av of the tool is chosen (about 0,2 mm/turn), and the cutting depth p also (p= 0,5 mm) 




The advancing speed Va in (mm/mn) : 
Va = n*av 
The number of passes : 
X = h/p 
The cutting time tc (mn): 
Tc = x *(L/Va) 
Precisely, Tc= x *((L-d)/Va) 
 
The cutting force    
Fc = k * στ * S 
 The cutting power (Pc) and the machine power (Pm) in (kW) : 
6000
.VF





  Where: 
η  =  efficiency (0.7 ÷ 0.8) 
3.8. Making gear: 
 
 There are several ways to make gear, among these, using a milling machine or gear cutting 
machine. Depending on the real situation, for example, economic concerns, the space disposition 
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available in the factory …then a right method will be chosen. If we use the gear cutting machine, 
the cutting time is estimated 3 less than using the milling method.  
 
 
Finding the cutting time tc      
 
 For this step, we are going to groove a portion of the shaft which has the shape like a gear, 
so the tool is special. This means that the shape of the tool also has the shape of a gear. 
The following parameters are know (the characteristics of the tool) 
 z: number of teeth 
 az: the distance between two teeth (mm) 
 d: diameter of the tool (mm) 
Normally, the material of the tool is high speed steel, so the cutting speed is small, Vc is about 25 
(m/mn for example). 





Let av be the advance of the tool (mm/turn) 
                               
zv a*za =  
 
Then, the advancing speed (Va), (mm/mn) of the tool : 
za a*nV =  
 





t =  
 





t =  
 
Calculating the cutting force Fc (N): 
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b*p**kF tc σ=  
 
Where:  k   =   constant depending on the type of material 
                   k = 3   for elastic material 
                   k = 5   for less or non elastic material (ex. Casting) 
             σt = Resistant of traction stress of material (N/mm^2) 
             p = cutting depth of each pass (mm) 
             b = average width of the cutting profile (mm) 
 
Calculating the power required Pc (kW): 
60000000
V*F
P acc =  
  

















/mn): the material volume cut per minute 
3.9. Grinding: 
 




 Normally, the part is fixed by the tailstock support at one end and receives the moment 
from the motor by using the stock or “puntos de arrestre”. 
 Talking about the working principle of grinding machine, the part can rotate with a 
constant tangential speed (Vat) and moves in axial direction with constant speed (Val) while the 
tool rotates at a very high rotation speed (n) and can move in the radius direction toward the part 
with a constant speed (Vaf). 
 






 In general, Vat is between 10 ÷15 (m/min), Val is (1/4 to 1/3) * the thickness of grinder 
and Vaf is between (0.01÷ 0.02 mm) in radius direction.    
 For the grinding operation, the cutting speed (Vc) depends on the type of binder material. 















After choosing the cutting speed Vat , then the rotation speed n (rpm) is deduced : 
π.D
1000.Vat
n =  
Where:  
    n = rotation speed of the part   (rpm) 
              Vat = tangential velocity of the part (m/s) 
              d = external diameter of the part   (mm) 
 
The Cutting Force (Fc) in N : 
Fc = σt *k *S 
Where:    k   =   constant depending on the type of material 
                   k = 3   for elastic material 
                   k = 5   for less or non elastic material (ex. Casting) 
             σt = Resistant of traction stress of material (N/mm
2
) 
             S = cutting surface (mm
2
) 
  S = n*p, p = the cutting depth of each pas (mm) = 0.01÷ 0.02 mm 
The cutting power (Pc) and the machine power (Pm)  
 
Pc = (Fc * Vat) / 60000000 
 
Pm = Pc / η  




metallic > 80 m/s,depending on the machine
magnesia 20
silicated 30
goma laca or "shellac" 30
rubber 30
organic




  Where: Pc = Cutting power required to cut material (kW) 
              Pm = Machine power (kW) 
              η  =  Efficiency of grinding machine = 0.7 ÷ 0.8 
 
Above are some formulas used in case the thickness of the grinder is greater than the grinded 
length. In opposite case, where the thickness of the grinder is less than the grinded length, we 
should consider some more variables: 
Let b (mm): the thickness of the grinding tool 
Let L (mm): the grinded length (L>b) 
The axial speed of the part respect to the grinder: 
Val=0,25*b*n  (mm/mn) 
The necessary time (t_al) to travel along the length L : 
t_al=L/Val 
If we choose the depth p (0,01÷0,02) mm for each pass (in radius direction), then the number of 
passes needed to grind : 





















4. Process to manufacture the parts 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 cylindering 1 calipper
3 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 chamfer
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 ,Rt = 600 N/mm^2 
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe















Step d(mm) n (rpm) Vc (m/mn) av (mm/turn) p (mm) Fc (N) Pm(kW) L (mm) tc (mn)
1 35 1364,19 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 9,00 0,0440
2 35 1364,19 150 0,5 4 3600 12 79,50 0,1166
3 27 2122,07 180 0,15 1 270 1,08 79,50 0,2498
4 17 2808,62 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 2,31 0,0055
0,4158
12
total cutting time tc (mn) =
maximum Pm (kW) =
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  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 24 





length (mm) 70 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 1169   
Pm (kW) 0,0468 0,046757813 
L (mm) 70*24   
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This is the result for phase 50 : 
 
  
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 24 





length (mm) 20,5 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 2093   
Pm (kW) 0,0837 0,0837 
L (mm) 20,5*24   
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     Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw
    1.Ginding φ 30 mm x 20,5 mm in length
    2.Ginding φ 30 mm x 15,5 mm in length
    3.Ginding φ 25 mm x 79,5 mm in length
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 ,Rt = 600 N/mm^2 
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 puntos de arrestre grinding 1 micrometer
2 grinding 1 micrometer
3 grinding 1 micrometer
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 ,Rt = 600 N/mm^2 
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment : normal






This is the result: 
 
  step 1 step 2 step 3 Σ tc (mn) max Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 30 30 25 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 159,15 159,15 190,98 





length (mm) 20,5 15,5 79,5 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 0,0333 
passes   20,5833 
l (mm) 0,463 0,19675 0,30875   
  tc (mn) 0,19394 0,082414 0,685443 0,961797   
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Machine phase   
n° of 







  1 52,5   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 62,5 
  11 266,245 22 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 298,245 
  4 24,946 8 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 42,946 
Lathe 
  total cycle time (s) 341,191 
  1 422,230 2 10 2700 
40 
cycle time (s) 434,230 
  1 123,653 2 10 2700 
50 
cycle time (s) 135,653 
Gear 
cutting 
  total cycle time (s) 569,883 
  3 57,708 6 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Modification Date Name Date
Nguyen Tan Dat 30/05/2007
Phase Machine N° of steps
10 manual saw 1
20 CNC lathe 5
30 CNC lathe 4
40 CNC gear cutter 2
50 Heat treatment 1
60 CNC grinder 4




    Fixing one end of  the part by the fixing plate of the lathe :
1.Taking out the material 1mm from the lateral face to have the 
new length = 84 mm.
 2.Drilling a hole of diameter 10 mm,angle 60° and 10,6 mm in 
depth for the tailstock support
 3.Rough external cylindering to φ 23 mm x 20 mm in length
 4. Finished external cylindering to φ 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in 
tolerance) x 17,1 mm in length
 5.Grooving (φ19 mm x 1,3 mm in width )
  Fixing the part in the plate at one end :
1.Taking out the material 1,3 mm from the lateral face to get the 
new length = 82,7 mm.
2.Drilling a hole of diameter 10 mm,angle 60° and 10,6 mm in 
depth for the tailstock support.
3.Finished external cylindering to diameter = 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 
mm in tolerance)  x 65,6 mm in length.
 4.Grooving ( φ 20 mm x 1,3 mm in width )
The part is fixed vertically on the machine :
1.Making gear at φ 22 mm x 15,8 mm in length.
2.Making gear at φ 22 mm x 15,8 mm in length.
Carburizing the surface of the part to obtain the 
necessary hardness 
Cutting the raw material to get a bar with the diameter of 25 mm, 
85 mm in length ,(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
   Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw :
1.Ginding from φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 22 
mm (-0,007,-0,028 mm) in tolerance) x 15,8 mm in length .
2.Ginding from φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 22 
mm (-0,007,-0,028 mm) in tolerance) x 33,8 mm in length .
3.Ginding from φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 22 
mm (+0,011,+0,002 mm) in tolerance) x 16 mm in length .
4.Ginding from φ 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 20 
mm (+0,011,+0,002 mm) in tolerance) x 17,1 mm in length .
 











Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Heat treatment: normal
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine: saw
Cutting the raw material to get a bar with the diameter of 25 mm, 85 mm in length ,
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
 
 
This is the result for phase 10 
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       Fixing one end of  the part by the fixing plate of the lathe :
   1.Taking out the material 1mm from the lateral face to have the new length = 84 mm
   2.Drilling a hole of diameter 10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support
   3.Rough external cylindering to φ 23 mm x 20 mm in length
   4. Finished external cylindering to φ 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 17,1 mm in length




Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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1 25 1909,89 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 12,5 0,0436 
2 10 636,62 25*0,8 0,1   900 0,2 10,6 0,1665 
3 25 1909,86 150 0,5 1 900 3 20 0,0209 
4 23 2491,12 180 0,15 1,5 405 1,62 17,1 0,0458 
5 20 2864,79 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 0,5 0,0012 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,2779 
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        Fixing one end of  the part by the fixing plate :
   1.Taking out the material 1,3 mm from the lateral face to have the new length = 82,7 mm
   2.Drilling a hole of diameter 10 mm ,60 degrees and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support
   3.Finished external cylindering to φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance)  x 65,6 mm in length
   4.Grooving (φ 20 mm x 1,3 mm in width )
Description of the phase
Heat treatment : normal
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
































































This is the result for phase 30: 
 












(mm) tc (mn) 
1 25 1909,86 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 12,5 0,0436 
2 10 636,61 0,8*25 0,1   900 0,1 10,6 0,1665 
3 25 2291,83 180 0,15 1,5 405 1,62 65,6 0,1908 
4 23 2491,12 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 1 0,00267 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,40357 
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     The part is fixed vertically in a gear cutting machine
   1.Making gear at φ 22 mm x 15,8 mm in length
   2.Making gear at φ 22 mm x 50,9 mm in length
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 gear cutting 1 special tool
2 1 gear cutting 1 special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2 
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Date:30/05/2007 Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
1 2
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This is the result for phase 40: 
 
  Step 1 Step 2 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 40 
z (teeth) 20 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 0,4 
z (teeth) 20 20 





length (mm) 15,8 50,9 
Vc (m/mn) 25 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 1226 1226   
Pm (kW) 0,049 0,049 0,049021875 
L (mm) 15,8*20 50,9*20   
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment : normal
Department:
Machine: grinding
Description of the phase
1
2
               Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw :
1.Ginding from φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 22 mm (-0,007,-0,028 mm) in         
tolerance) x 15,8 mm in length .
2.Ginding from φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 22 mm (-0,007,-0,028 mm) in         
tolerance) x 33,8 mm in length .
3.Ginding from φ 22 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 22 mm (+0,011,+0,002 mm) in         
tolerance) x 16 mm in length .
4.Ginding from φ 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm intolerance) to φ 20 mm (+0,011,+0,002 mm) in          
tolerance) x 17,1 mm in length .
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This is the result for phase 60 : 
 





d (mm) 22 22 22 20 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 217,029 217,029 217,029 238,732 





length (mm) 15,8 33,8 16 17,1 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 
passes   
l (mm) 0,30875 0,30875 0,19675 0,19675   
  








achine phase   
n° of 







  1 37,5   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 47,5 
  5 16,680 10 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 36,680 
  4 24,218 8 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 42,218 
Lathe 
  total cycle time (s) 78,899 
  2 335,271 4 10 2700 Gear 
cutting 
40 
cycle time (s) 349,271 
  4 18,304 8 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper




Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine: saw
Cutting the raw material to get a round  bar of φ 32 mm x 115 mm in length ,
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
1
2
            Fixing the part by the plate of the lathe
1.Taking out the material 1 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 114 mm
2.Drilling a hole of diameter of 10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Drilling a hole φ15 mm through all the length of the part by a helicoidal drill.
4.Widening that hole to φ16,5 mm through all the length of the part by a mandril drill.
5.Reamering that hole to φ 17mm (0,+0,18 mm in tolerance) by a special tool
6.Internal cylindering φ 22 mm x 2,4 mm in length.
7.Internal chamfer (1 x 30°)
8.Internal chamfer (0,75 x 45°)
9.Finished external cylindering φ 29,5 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) 30 mm in length.
10. Grooving ( φ27,5 mm x 1,6 mm in width)
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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This is the result for phase 20:  
 











1 32 1492,08 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 7,50 0,0335 
2 10 636,62 0,8*25 0,1 900 0,2 10,60 0,1665 
3 15 424,41 0,8*25 0,15 2025 0,45 117,75 1,8496 
4 16,5 385,83 0,8*25 0,495 668,25 0,1485 114,00 0,5969 
5 17 187,24 0,5*0,8*25 0,51   229,5 0,051 114,00 1,1938 
6 22 2170,29 150 0,15 2,5 675 2,25 2,40 0,0074 
7 17 2808,62 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 1,15 0,0027 
8 22 2170,29 150 0,15 0,75 202,5 0,675 1,06 0,0033 
9 32 1790,49 180 0,15 1,25 337,5 1,35 30,00 0,1117 
10 29,5 1942,23 180 0,15 1,6 432 1,728 1,00 0,0034 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 3,9688 
maximum Pm (kW) = 2,25   



















































































































































This is the result for phase 30: 
 













1 32 1492,08 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 7,50 0,0335 
2 32 1492,08 150 0,5 2,5 2250 7,5 89,60 0,1201 
3 27 2122,07 180 0,15 1 270 1,08 89,60 0,2815 
4 17 2808,62 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 2,31 0,0055 
5 25 2291,831181 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 0,55 0,0016 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,4422 

















































Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine :
Making gear at φ 29,5 mm x 23,4 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 40 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 16 





length (mm) 23,4 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,944 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 3139   
Pm (kW) 0,12555 0,12555 
L (mm) 23,4*16   
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
gear cutting 1 special tool
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine
 Making gear at φ 25 mm x 62,5 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 50: 
  
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 24 





length (mm) 62,5 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 438   
Pm (kW) 0,0175 0,017506125 
L (mm) 62,5*24   
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Description of the phase
Machine: grinding
Department: grinding
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
               Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw:
1. Grinding from φ 29,5 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 29,5 mm (0,-0,052 mm in 
tolerance) and 23,4 mm in length.
2. Grinding from φ 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 25 mm (-0,007,-0,028 mm in 
tolerance) and 80,3 mm in length.
3. Grinding from φ 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 25 mm (0,011,+0,002 mm in 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 grinding 1 micrometer
2 1 grinding 1 micrometer
3 1 grinding 1 micrometer
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Machine: grinding
Department: grinding
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE




This is the result for phase 70:  
 
  step 1 step 2 step 3 Σ tc (mn) 
max Pm 
(kW) 
d (mm) 29,5 25 25 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 161,85 190,98 190,98 





length (mm) 23,4 80,3 8 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 0,0336 
passes   20,5833   
l (mm) 0,213 0,30875 0,19675   
  tc (mn) 0,087734211 0,6923 0,068678706 0,848712917   
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This is the result about the cycle time for shaft 3: 
 
Machine phase   
n° of 







  1 48   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 58 
  10 238,130 20 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 268,130 
  5 26,531 10 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 46,531 
Lathe 
  total cycle time (s) 314,661 
  1 94,097 2 10 2700 
40 
cycle time (s) 106,097 
  1 376,991 2 10 2700 
50 
cycle time (s) 388,991 
Gear 
cutting 
  total cycle time (s) 495,0881016 
  3 50,925 6 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Part: Shaft 3-5 Part No: 001-01
Prepared by:
Phase No:10
Date: 30/05/2007 Page: 1/1
At:
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Material:  F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Heat treatment :normal
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Departement:
Machine: saw
Cutting the raw material to get a round  bar of φ 25 mm, 75 mm in length ,
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe




      Fixing one end of the part by the plate of the lathe:
1.Taking out the material 2 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 73 mm .
2.Drilling a hole φ10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Rough external cylindering to φ17 mm x 10,2 mm in length.
4.Finished external cylindering φ to 15 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 10,2 mm in length.
5.Grooving φ14,3 mm x 1,1 mm in width
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 drill 1 calipper
3 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 cylindering 1 calipper
5 1 grooving 1 calipper
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2




 This is the result for phase 20 : 
 















1 25 1909,859317 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 12,5 0,0436 
2 10 636,6197724 25*0,8 0,1   900 0,2 10,6 0,1665 
3 25 1909,859317 150 0,5 4 3600 12 10,2 0,0107 
4 17 3370,339971 180 0,15 1 270 1,08 10,2 0,0202 
5 15 3819,718634 180 0,15 1,1 297 1,188 0,35 0,0006 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,2416 
maximum power Pm (kW) = 12   
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment : normal
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
Description of the phase
1
2
             Fixing one end of the part by the plate of the lathe:
1.Taking out the material 2,1 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 70,9 mm
2.Drilling a hole φ10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Finished external cylindering φ to 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 10,2 mm in length.
4.Two Groovings of ( φ18 mm x 1,3 mm in width )
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 drill 1 calipper
3 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 grooving 1 calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2 
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
Machine: lathe
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This is the result for phase 30: 
 
  












(mm) tc (mn) 
1 25 1909,86 150 0,15 2,1 567 1,89 12,5 0,0436 
2 10 636,62 0,8*25 0,1   900 0,1 10,6 0,1665 
3 25 2291,83 180 0,15 2,5 675 2,7 60,7 0,1766 
4 20 2864,79 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 1 0,0047 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,3914 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2 
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment : normal
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine:
Making gear at φ20 mm x 60,7 mm in length 
Modul (mm) M 1,6
Nombre de  dents Z 12
Angle pressió (º) α 30
Diàmetre primitiu (mm) Dp 19,20
Diàmetre de cap (mm) d3 19,50
Diàmetre de peu (mm) d4 16,50
Desplaçament del perfil -0,200
Diàmetre corró mesura (mm) d 3,00
Mesura entre corrons màx (mm) Mi max 23,353
Mesura entre corrons mín (mm) Mi min 23,316
DADES DEL RANURAT RECTE EXTERN
Perfil d'eix nervat B 20 x17 segons DIN 5482
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This is the result for phase 40 : 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 12 





length (mm) 60,7 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 2531   
Pm (kW) 0,1085 0,108482143 
L (mm) 60,7*12   
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Description of the phase
Department: grinding
Machine: grinding
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155, Rt = 600 N/mm^2
1
2
             Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw:
1. Grinding from φ 20mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 20 mm (0,-0,052 mm in tolerance) and 
14 mm in length.
2. Grinding from φ 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 20 mm (0,-0,052 mm in tolerance) 
and 31,7 mm in length.
3. Grinding from φ 20 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 20 mm (0,011,+0,002 mm in 
tolerance) and 15 mm in length.
4. Grinding from φ 15 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 15 mm (0,009,+0,001 mm in 
tolerance) and 10,2 mm in length.
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
1 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
1 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
1 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department: grinding
Machine: grinding
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
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This is the result for phase 50 : 
 





d (mm) 20 20 20 15 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 238,73 238,73 238,73 318,309 





length (mm) 60,7 31,7 15 10,2 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 0,0203 
passes 30,866   
l (mm) 0,463 0,463 0,19675 0,1975   
  
tc (mn) 0,6278 0,1292 0,0549 0,0414 0,8533   
 
 
This is the result about the cycle time for shaft 3-5: 
 
 
Machine phase   
n° of 






  1 37,5   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 47,5 
  5 14,496 10 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 34,496 
  4 23,482 8 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 41,482 
Lathe 
  total cycle time (s) 75,978 
  1 183,067 2 10 2700 Gear 
cutting 
40 
cycle time (s) 195,067 
  4 51,207 8 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Part: Shaft 4 Part No: 001-01
Prepared by:
Phase No:10
Date: 30/06/2007 Page: 1/1
At:
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Heat treatment :no
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine: saw
Cutting the raw material to get a round bar of φ50 mm x 125 mm in length ,
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
2
1
        Fixing the part by the plate of the lathe :
1.Taking out the material 1,5 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 123,5 mm
2.Drilling a hole of diameter of 10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Drilling a hole φ 20 mm through all the length (123,5 mm) of the part by a helicoidal drill.
4.Widening that hole to φ 24,5 mm through all the length of the part by a mandril drill.
5.Reamering that hole to φ 25 mm (+0,1,-0,1 mm in tolerance) by a special tool
6.Rough internal cylindering φ 27,5 mm x 20 mm in length.
7.Finished internal cylindering φ 28 mm x  20 mm in length.
8.Internal cylindering φ 32 mm x 2 mm in length.
9.Internal chamfer (1x30°)
10.Finished external cylindering φ 47 mm (+0,1,-0 mm in tolerance) x 25 mm in length .
11. Two groovings ( φ 43,5 mm x 1,85 mm in width)
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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This is the result for phase 20 : 
  
 











1 50 954,93 150 0,15 1,5 405 1,35 25,00 0,1745 
2 10 636,62 0,8*25 0,1 900 0,2 10,60 0,1665 
3 20 318,31 0,8*25 0,2 3600 0,8 128,50 2,0185 
4 24,5 259,84 0,8*25 0,735 992,25 0,2205 123,50 0,6466 
5 25 127,32 0,5*0,8*25 0,75   337,5 0,075 123,50 1,2933 
6 27,5 231,50 150 0,15 1,25 337,5 1,125 20,00 0,5760 
7 28 2046,28 180 0,15 0,25 67,5 0,27 20,00 0,0652 
8 32 1492,08 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 2,00 0,0089 
9 28 1705,23 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 1,00 0,0039 
10 50 1145,92 180 0,15 1,5 405 1,62 25,00 0,1454 
11 47 1219,06 180 0,15 1,85 499,5 1,998 1,75 0,0191 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 5,1180 
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2




    Fixing the part by the plate of the lathe :
1.Taking out the material 1mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 122,5 mm.
2.Rough external cylindering φ 40 mm x 102 mm in length.
3.Finished external cylindering φ 35 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 102 mm in length.
4.Internal chamfer ( 2 mm x 30° )
5.Finished external cylindering φ 32 mm (+0,1,+0,2 mm in tolerance) x 21,2 mm in length .
6.Grooving ( φ 30,3 mm x 1,6 mm in width )
 


























































This is the result for phase 30: 
 













1 50 954,93 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 12,50 0,0873 
2 50 954,93 150 0,5 5 4500 15 102,00 0,2136 
3 40 1432,39 180 0,15 2,5 675 2,7 102,00 0,4747 
4 25 1909,86 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 2,31 0,0081 
5 35 1637,02 180 0,15 1,5 405 1,62 21,2 0,0863 
6 32 1790,49 180 0,15 1,6 432 1,728 0,85 0,0032 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,8732 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Department: grinding
Machine:grinding
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine:
Making gear at φ 47 mm x 20,5 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 40: 
 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 22 





length (mm) 20,5 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,944 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 5455   
Pm (kW) 0,21819 0,218188137 
L (mm) 20,5*22   
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine :
 Making gear at φ 35 mm x 45 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 50: 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 34 





length (mm) 45 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,944 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 1173   
Pm (kW) 0,05025 0,050252757 
L (mm) 45*34   
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal





              Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw:
1. Grinding from φ 47mm (-0,+0,1 mm in tolerance) to φ 46,6 mm (-0,009,-0,034 mm in tolerance) 
and 20,5 mm in length.
2. Grinding from φ 35 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 34,8 mm (-0,009,-0,034 mm in 
tolerance) and 45 mm in length.
3. Grinding from φ 35 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 35 mm (+0,018,+0,002 mm in 
tolerance) and 35,8 mm in length.
4. Grinding from φ 32 mm (+0,2,+0,1 mm in tolerance) to φ 31,98 mm (+0,013,+0,002 mm in 
tolerance) and 21,2 mm in length.
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
2 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
3 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
4 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
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This is the result for phase 70: 
 





d (mm) 47 35 35 32 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 101,59 136,42 136,42 149,21 





length (mm) 20,5 45 25,8 21,2 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 
passes   
l (mm) 0,26075 0,31075 0,195 0,10625   
  tc (mn) 0,1711 0,1519 0,0953 0,0475 0,4657   
 





Machine phase   
n° of 







  1 75   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 85 
  11 307,080 22 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 339,080 
  6 52,391 12 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 74,391 
Lathe 
  total cycle time (s) 413,471 
  1 113,349 2 10 2700 
40 
cycle time (s) 125,349 
  1 384,531 2 10 2700 
50 
cycle time (s) 396,531 
Gear 
cutting 
  total cycle time (s) 521,880 
  4 27,94467609 8 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine:saw
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Heat treatment
Cutting the raw material to get a bar with the diameter of 35 mm, 135 mm in length ,
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
1
2
             Fixing one end of the part by the plate of the lathe:
1.Taking out the material 2 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 133 mm .
2.Drilling a hole φ10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Rough external cylindering to φ27 mm x 37,7 mm in length.
4.Finished external cylindering φ to 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 37,7 mm in length.
5.Grooving φ 23,9 mm x 1,3 mm in width
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 drill 1 calipper
3 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 cylindering 1 calipper
5 1 grooving 1 calipper
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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This is the result:  
 















1 35 1364,19 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 17,5 0,0855 
2 10 636,62 25*0,8 0,1   900 0,2 10,6 0,1665 
3 35 1364,19 150 0,5 4 3600 12 37,7 0,0553 
4 27 2122,07 180 0,15 1 270 1,08 37,7 0,1184 
5 25 2291,83 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 0,55 0,0016 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,4273 
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat






          Fixing the part by the plate of the lathe:
1.Taking out the material 2 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 131 mm
2.Drilling a hole of diameter of 10 mm and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Finished external cylindering φ 30 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 92,3 mm in length.
4.Finished external cylindering φ 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 20 mm in length.
5.Finished external cylindering φ 20mm (0,-0,11 mm in tolerance) x 9 mm in length .
6. Grooving ( φ23,9 mm x 1,3 mm in width)
7. Grooving ( φ 27,6 mm x 1,6 mm in width)
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 drill 1 calipper
3 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 cylindering 1 calipper
5 1 cylindering 1 calipper
6 1 grooving 1 calipper
7 1 grooving 1 calipper
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
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This is the result: 
 















1 35 1364,19 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 17,5 0,0855 
2 10 636,62 0,8*25 0,1   900 0,2 10,6 0,1665 
3 35 1637,02 180 0,15 2,5 675 2,7 93,3 0,3800 
4 30 1909,86 180 0,15 2,5 675 2,7 21 0,1466 
5 25 1909,86 150 0,15 2,5 675 2,25 9 0,0628 
6 25 2291,83 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 0,55 0,0032 
7 30 1909,86 180 0,15 1,6 432 1,728 1,2 0,0084 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,8530 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
     The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine :
Make gear at φ 25 mm x 25 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 40: 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 24 





length (mm) 25 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 1169   
Pm (kW) 0,0468 0,046757813 
L (mm) 25*24   
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine:
Making gear at φ 30 mm x 72,3 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 50: 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 16 





length (mm) 72,3 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 1085   
Pm (kW) 0,0434 0,043412863 
L (mm) 72,3*16   
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
1
2
             Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw:
1. Grinding from φ 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 24,8 mm (-0,007,-0,028 mm in 
tolerance) and 25 mm in length.
2. Grinding from φ 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 25 mm (+0,011,+0,009 mm in 
tolerance) and 12,7 mm in length.
3. Grinding from φ 25 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 25 mm (+0,011,+0,002 mm in 
tolerance) and 12 mm in length.
4. Grinding from φ 30 mm (+0,4,+0,3 mm in tolerance) to φ 29,5 mm (+0,-0,052 mm in tolerance) 
and 72,3 mm in length.
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
2 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
3 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
4 puntos de arrestre 1 grinding 1 micrometer
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department: grinding
Machine: grinding
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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This is the result: 
 





d (mm) 25 25 25 30 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 190,99 190,99 190,99 159,15 





length (mm) 25 12,7 12 72,3 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 0,0363 
passes   30,866 
l (mm) 0,6175 0,19675 0,19675 0,463   
  
tc (mn) 0,2155 0,0686 0,0686 1,1217 1,4744   
 
 
This is the result about the cycle time of shaft 5  
 
Machine phase   
n° of 







  1 52,5   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 62,5 
  5 25,640 10 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 45,640 
  7 51,180 14 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 75,180 
Lathe 
  
total cycle time 
(s) 120,820 
  1 150,796 2 10 2700 
40 
cycle time (s) 162,796 
  1 290,736 2 10 2700 
50 




total cycle time 
(s) 465,532 
  4 88,480 8 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Part: Shaft input Part No: 001-01
Prepared by:
Phase No:10
Date: 30/05/2007 Page: 1/1
At:
Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Heat treatment :no
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine:saw
Cutting the raw material to get a bar with the diameter of 22 mm, 410 mm in length 
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE





 Fixing one end of the part by the plate of the lathe:
1.Taking out the material 2 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 408 mm .
2.Drilling a hole φ 7 mm,60 degrees and 8 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Rough external cylindering to φ17 mm x 109,6 mm in length.
4.Finished external cylindering φ to 15 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 109,6 mm in length.
5.External chamfer 1x45°
6.Grooving φ14,3 mm x 1,1 mm in width
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 luynet 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 luynet 1 drill 1 calipper
3 1 luynet 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 luynet 1 cylindering 1 calipper
5 1 luynet 1 chamfer
6 1 luynet 1 grooving 1 calipper
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
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This is the result for phase 20: 
 















1 22 2170,29 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 11 0,0338 
2 7 909,46 25*0,8 0,07   441 0,098 8 0,1257 
3 22 2170,29 150 0,5 2,5 2250 7,5 109,6 0,1010 
4 17 3370,34 180 0,15 1 270 1,08 109,6 0,2168 
5 15 3183,10 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 1,41 0,0030 
6 15 3819,72 180 0,15 1,1 297 1,188 0,35 0,0006 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,4808 
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Description of the phase
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE




      Fixing the part by the plate  :
1.Taking out the material 1 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 107 mm
2.Drilling a hole of φ 7 mm ,angle 60° and 9 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Finished external cylindering φ 20 mm (+0,-0,4 mm in tolerance)x 327,4 mm in length.
4.Finished external cylindering φ16,5 mm (±0,1 mm in tolerance) x 199,4 mm in length .
5.Finished external cylindering φ 16,5 mm (±0,1 mm in tolerance) x 113,4 mm in length.
6.Finished external cylindering φ 15 mm (+0,4,+0,3 mm in tolerance) x 79,8 mm in length.
7.Finished external cylindering φ12 mm (+0,-0,11 mm in tolerance) x 59,5 mm in length.
8.Two groovings of ( φ18 mm x 1,3 mm in width) .
9.Threading M15x1 and 8 mm in length.
10.External chamfer (1 x 45°)
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2













This is the result for phase 30: 
 















1 22 2170,29 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 11,0 0,0338 
2 7 909,46 25*0,8 0,07   441 0,098 8,0 0,1257 
3 22 2604,35 180 0,15 1 270 1,08 327,4 0,8381 
4 20 2864,79 180 0,15 2 540 2,16 199,4 0,4640 
5 20 2864,79 180 0,15 2 540 2,16 113,4 0,2639 
6 16 3580,99 180 0,15 0,5 135 0,54 79,8 0,1486 
7 15 3819,72 180 0,15 1,5 405 1,62 59,5 0,1038 
8 20 2864,79 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 1,0 0,0047 
9 15 424,41 20 1 1 900 0,4 8,0 0,0188 
10 12 3978,87 150 0,15 1 270 0,9 1,4 0,0024 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 2,0037 












































Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 luynet 1 milling 1 special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment : normal
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department: milling
Machine: milling
Description of the phase
              The part is fixed by the plate and the tailstock:
 Using the milling tool φ 5 mm to do this operation
 
 
This is the result for phase 40: 













(mm) tc mn) 
1 5 0,2 3 0,5 5 4500 6 6 40 0,3141 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Department:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment :normal
The part is fixed vertically in the gear cutting machine :
 Making gear at φ 20 mm x 14,6 mm in length . 
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This is the result for phase 50: 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 12 





length (mm) 14,6 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm/turn) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 2531   
Pm (kW) 0,1085 0,108482143 
L (mm) 14,6*12   
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 luynet 1 grinding 1 micrometer
2 1 luynet 1 grinding 1 micrometer
3 1 luynet 1 grinding 1 micrometer
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material: F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
Department: grinding
Machine: grinding




Fixing the part between the tailstock and the plate with jaw:
1. Grinding from φ 15 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ15 mm (+0,009,+0,001 mm in 
tolerance) and 12,3 mm in length.
2. Grinding from φ 20 mm (+0,-0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 19,5 mm (+0,-0,052 mm in tolerance) 
and 14,6 mm in length.
3. Grinding from φ 15 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) to φ 15 mm (+0,009,+0,001 mm in 
tolerance) and 109,6 mm in length.
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This is the result: 
 





d (mm) 15 20 15 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 318,30 238,72 318,30 





length (mm) 25 12,7 12 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 0,02755 
passes   13,1666 
l (mm) 0,1975 0,263 0,1975   
  
tc (mn) 0,0413 0,0734 0,3626 0,4773   
 
This is the result about the cycle time of shaft input : 
 
 
Machine phase   
n° of 







  1 33   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 43 
  6 28,849 12 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 50,849 
  10 120,224 20 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 150,224 
Lathe 
  
total cycle time 
(s) 201,073 
  1 18,850 2 10 2700 
Milling 40 
cycle time (s) 30,850 
  1 44,033 2 10 2700 Gear 
cutting 
50 
cycle time (s) 56,033 
  3 28,649 6 10 2400 
Grinder 60 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 Saw 1 calipper
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
Department:
Machine:saw
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Heat treatment:normal
Cutting the raw material to get a round bar of φ 32 mm x 312 mm in length ,
(+0,1;-0 mm in tolerance)
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
Department: lathe
Machine: lathe
Description of the phase
1
2
      Fixing the part by the plate of the lathe  :
1.Taking out the material 2 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 310 mm
2.Drilling a hole of φ 9,5 mm and 20 mm .
3. Internal chamfer (1x30°)
4.Internal threading M10x1 and 15 mm in length
5.Rough external cylindering φ 24 mm 84 mm in length.
6.Finished external cylindering φ 20 mm (+0,4,+0,3 mm in tolerance) x 84 mm in length .
7.External chamfer (1 x 45°)
8.Two groovings of ( φ19 mm x 1,3 mm in width) .
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 luynet "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 luynet drill 1 calipper
3 1 luynet chamfer calipper
4 1 luynet threading 1 calipper
5 1 luynet cylindering 1 calipper
6 1 luynet cylindering 1 calipper
7 1 luynet chamfer calipper
8 1 luynet grooving 1 calipper
Department: lathe
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
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This is the result for phase 20: 
 















1 32 1492,08 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 16 0,0715 
2 9,5 670,13 25*0,8 0,095   812,3 0,1805 20 0,3142 
3 9,5 837,66 150 0,15 1 270 0,15 1,15 0,0092 
4 10 636,62 180 1 1 1800 0,8 15 0,0236 
5 32 1790,49 150 0,5 4 3600 12 84 0,0938 
6 24 2387,32 180 0,15 2 540 2,16 84 0,2346 
7 19 2512,97   0,15 1 270 0,9 1,41 0,0038 
8 19,5 2938,25   0,15 1,3 351 1,404 0,5 0,0011 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 0,7517 
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PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat







 Fixing one end of the part by the plate of the lathe:
1.Taking out the material 2 mm from the lateral face to get the new length = 308 mm .
2.Drilling a hole φ 10 mm, 60 degrees and 10,6 mm in depth for the tailstock support.
3.Finished external cylindering to φ 27,8 (±0,1 mm in tolerance ) x 13 mm in length.
4.Rough external cylindering to φ 26 mm x 211 mm in length
5.Finished external cylindering φ to 24 mm (+0,3,+0,4 mm in tolerance) x 211 mm in length.
6.Two groovings of ( φ 25,6 mm x 1,3 mm in width)
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 1 luynet 1 "refrentar" 1 calipper
2 1 luynet 1 drill 1 calipper
3 1 luynet 1 cylindering 1 calipper
4 1 luynet 1 cylindering 1 calipper
5 1 luynet 1 cylindering 1 calipper
6 1 luynet 1 grooving 1 calipper
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment:normal
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Department:lathe
Machine:lathe
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This is the result for phase 30: 
 
 















1 32 1492,08 150 0,15 2 540 1,8 16 0,0715 
2 10 636,62 25*0,8 0,1   900 0,2 10,6 0,1665 
3 32 1790,49 150 0,15 2,1 567 2,268 13 0,0484 
4 32 1492,08 180 0,5 3 2700 9 211 0,2828 
5 26 2203,68 150 0,15 1 270 1,08 211 0,6383 
6 27,8 2061,00 180 0,15 1,3 351 1,404 1,1 0,0071 
total cutting time tc (mn) = 1,2147 
















































Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 luynet 1 milling 1 special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Nguyen Tan Dat
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools




The part is fixed by the plate of the machine :
Using the milling tool of φ 6 mm to do this operation
 
 
This is the result for phase 40: 
 

















(mm) tc mn) 
1 5 0,2 3,5 0,5 6 5400 7,2 7 30 0,3296 
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
Departement:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
The part is fixed vertically on the gear cutting machine:
Making gear at φ 27,8 mm x 13 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 50: 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 40 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 26 





length (mm) 13 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 198,94 
av (mm/turn) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 1215   
Pm (kW) 0,0486 0,048612981 
L (mm) 13*26   
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Step Quantity Aux. Tools Quantity Principle tools Quantity Mesurement
1 gear cutting 1 special tool
Departement:
Machine: gear cutting
Description of the phase
Auxillary Tools , Principle Tools and Measurement Tools
PHASE OF MANUFACTURING CYCLE
Material:  F155 , Rt = 600 N/mm^2
Nguyen Tan Dat Heat treatment: normal
The part is fixed vertically on the gear cutting machine :
Making gear at φ 24 mm x 55 mm in length
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This is the result for phase 60: 
 
  Step 1 
Σ tc 
(mn) maximum Pm (kW) 
d (mm) 30 
z (teeth) 20 




av (mm/turn) 0,4 
z (teeth) 14 





length (mm) 55 
Vc (m/mn) 25 
n (rpm) 265,26 
av (mm/turn) 0,4 
Volume (mm^3/mn) 801   
Pm (kW) 0,032 0,032 
L (mm) 55*14   
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This is the result for phase 80: 
 





d (mm) 24 20 20 
Vat (m/mn) 15 15 15 
n (rpm) 198,94 238,73 238,73 





length (mm) 211 19 63,7 
Vaf (m/mn) 0,015 0,015 0,015 
Vc (m/mn) 30 30 30 







b (mm) 50 50 50 
Fc (N) 1350 1350 1350   
Pm (kW) 0,45 0,45 0,45 0,45 
t_al (mn) 0,0848 0,0225 
passes 13,117   12,883 
l (mm) 0,19675 0,19675 0,19325   
  
tc (mn) 1,1129 0,0549 0,2905 1,4583   
 




Machine phase   
n° of 





  1 48   10   
saw 10 
cycle time (s) 58 
  8 45,101 16 10 900 
20 
cycle time (s) 71,101 
  6 72,880 12 10 900 
30 
cycle time (s) 94,880 
Lathe 
  total cycle time (s) 165,981 
  1 19,792 2 10 2700 
Milling 40 
cycle time (s) 31,792 
  1 84,949 2 10 2700 
50 
cycle time (s) 96,949 
  1 145,142 2 10 2700 
60 
cycle time (s) 157,142 
Gear 
cutting 
  total cycle time (s) 254,090 
  3 87,505 6 10 2400 
Grinder 80 
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5. Choosing the number of machines: 
 We expect to manufacture 40000 parts /year  
So, the number of parts produced per week: 40000/48 = 833 (parts/week). This is also the 
production batch for our workshop. 
We also plan to work 2 shifts per day, 8 hours per shift.   






To calculate the number of machines, we need to know the required working time on that machine. 
To do that, let’s consider the following parameters: 
• The time to change the tool is 2 seconds 
• The time to load and unload the part is 10 seconds 
• The machine preparation time for the lathe is 15 minutes 
• The machine preparation time for the milling machine is 45 minutes 
• The machine preparation time for the gear cutting machine is 45 minutes 







The following table shows total cycle time for each kind of machine without taking into account 
























Cycle time = cutting time + tool changing time + load and unload time 
2 (shifts/day)*8 (hours/shift)*5 (days/week)* 3600 (seconds/hours) = 288000 (seconds/week) 
 
Time required = 833*the total cycle time + total phases*preparation time 
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The following table shows the numbers of phases for each kind of machine (remember that we 




Lathe milling gear cutter grinder
Shaft 2 2 0 2 1
Shaft 2-4 2 0 1 1
Shaft 3 2 0 2 1
Shaft 3-5 2 0 1 1
Shaft 4 2 0 2 1
Shaft 5 2 0 2 1
Shaft-input 2 1 1 1
Shaft-output 2 1 2 1





Here, we don’t need to care about the preparation time for the saw. By applying the previous 






























To estimate the number of workers, there are several ways. To simply the problem, we can 
consider that the number of workers is about 40% of the number of machines (suppose that we will 
Number of machines = required time / (0,85* the manufacturing capacity time) 
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use CNC machines, so 1 operator can work at the same time with more than 1 machine). Therefore, 


















































40% * (6+1+10+2+2) = 8,4 or 9 (workers) 
 
Manual saw Falcon 315 
CNC lathe Danobat TCN-11 






















































Milling machine :Liebherr L 160 R 
CNC grinder : Danobat G21-I 


































7. Economic analysis 
 
 All above is just the technical study. As an engineer or a project manager, one should 
evaluate if the project is good or not from the economic point of view. Depending on the scale of 
the project, this means that how big it is, how important it is,…then we can consider what concerns 
to the economic aspect as many or as deep as possible. In this project, I am going to make very 
simple economic analysis. For example, thinking about the initial investment, yearly cost and in 
how many years we can recover the investment and begin making profit…ect 
The initial investment can be: 
• Money to buy the machines 
• Cost for researching on the project 
• Cost for the furniture 
• Cost for the land 
• Others… 
….. 
The yearly cost can be: 
• Cost for the raw material 
• Salary for workers 
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• Energy cost 
• Matainance cost 
• Heat treatment 
• + Others… 
………  











We also think of the cost to do a research on the project, about 5% of the investment. Moreover, 


























































For other expenses, just take it about 5% of income 











Finally, this is the result drawn from this simple economic analysis. The value of “pay back” says 




















 Manufacturing process is very diverse, so it is not easy to choose a right one. The choice of 
the cutting speed, the advance of the tool, and the material excess in each operation…directly 
decides the product quality and the cycle time… 
 A batch production of 833 parts/week is quite high, but the working time of the workshop 
was not chosen carefully, (about 3840 hours/year) without taking into account holidays or festival 
days. So in reality, the number of machines can be more. 
 With the outcome from the economic analysis, we see that after 4 years of production, the 
initial investment will be recovered and the workshop begins making profits. We should think 
about new things to improve the manufacturing process and reduce the production cost.  
Also from the manufacturing process, we can also propose some changes in the design of the part 
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Following is the technical drawing of 8 shafts in order: 
 
1. Shaft 2 
2. Shaft 2-4 
3. Shaft 3 
4. Shaft 3-5 
5. Shaft 4 
6. Shaft 5 
7. Shaft input 
8. Shaft output 
 
